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ABSTRACT:
As the new millennium unfolds, the lifestyle of the global travelers have changed. The world is getting smaller, and the
traditional physical boundaries that surround us can be easily overcome. Digital data, telephone, and the Internet have cre-
ated a worldwide network that exchanges information transmitted in milliseconds. More important is the ability for of global
inhabitants themselves to travel to various places on the map as the volume of air travel is expected to double in the next
10 years.
Development in air travel has remained stagnant for the past 20 years. Passengers are treated as mobile human cargo, end-
less uncertainties exist, and everyone follows the same rigid process structure. Terminal inefficiency, inadequate runways,
security, and social responsibilities are fundamental problems affecting airport designs. Stress, inefficiency, and fatigue are
common symptoms from endless flights. Physical dislocation, and psychological impacts further bombard the traveler's state
of mind.
Based on concepts drawn from architecture, technology, and global business strategies, Travel-net is a hypothetical com-
pany that is developed to cater to the frequent travelers. It hopes to re-invent the travel process to give control back to this
influx of global travelers. Identity will be reinstated, products will become integrated with architecture, strategic networking
will streamline the process of air travel. New typology of terminal architecture, along with altered sequence of events, can
appear either as insertions, extensions, or replacements of any port. The airport of the next generation will extend beyond
the building and city to provide an alternative global infrastructure, an all-in-one package for the new global travelers.
Thesis Supervisor: Peter Testa
Title: Associate Professor of Architecture
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Note on Thesis Topic:
My design methodology has always
been an iterative process, where one
decision could lead to new directions
within the project. For this thesis, it
is my intention to draw concepts and
guidelines from other disciplines that
could give a generative property to my
thesis. Air Travel presents itself as an
ideal topic for two reasons. First, it is a
field that could touch on multiple disci-
plines; and second, it will become an
increasing problem as air travel volume
increases in the next 10 years. Hence
begins the concept of Travelnet.
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The concept of air travel has challenged the minds of
humans since the days of Leonardo Da Vinci's sketch
of a flying machine. It was in the late 1700s that a
few aeronauts began experimenting with un-controlled
flights in balloons. It was at the turn of the Nineteenth
century that a baronet from Yorkshire conceived of a
machine with fixed wings that became the fundamen-
tal concept of an airplane. In 1799, Sir George Cayley
proved his theory of flight with a crude contraption com-
posed of a kite mounted on a stick with a moveable
tailpiece. The Wright brothers flew the first sustained,
controlled, self-powered flight at Kitty Hawk in Decem-
ber of 1903, propelling the airplane and air travel into
the new century. Many inventors thereafter improved
Brief History of Air Travel and the Airline
on the design, creating airplanes that flew farther with
greater endurance.
As the development of the airplane improved to create
larger planes with lower operational and production
costs, the public soon saw their chance at utilizing this
new form of machine. From the end of World War I,
air travel shifted to cater to the rich, flying them to vari-
ous destinations in the world. This was the beginning
of commercial air travel. Through the years until the
1970s, the market for air travel increased as fares and
cost decreased. The public now had the ability to travel
to any destination in the world, and embraced the cul-
ture of air travel.
The modern system of air travel did not come about
until the 1980s. Prior to the year 1980, the Civil Aero-
nautics Board (CAB) controlled the fares and routes
of the airlines. In 1981, the government deregulated
the airline market, changing the airline industry almost
overnight in the US. (the change in Europe was far
more gradual) The CAB was dissolved in 1982, leav-
ing the majority of responsibilities to the Federal Avi-
ation Agency (FAA). The formation of the FAA was
spurred by the signing of the Federal Aviation Act
in 1958. The FAA has broader power to ensure the
safety of the industry, as well as the responsibility of
creating and regulating a system for air navigation
and air traffic control.
With the removal of government regulations, compe-
tition in the airline industry became fierce while the
cost of flying plummeted. Regional hubs started to
spring up in various parts of the US as transfer points
for aircrafts and their passengers. In recent years, air-
lines have shifted their focus to enhance the traveler's
experience while streamlining their operations. Mem-
bership and air mile programs were created, lounges
and classes were revamped; customer loyalty became
a primary asset. Strategic partnerships such as Star
Alliance or One World were formed to consolidate
redundant routes and to lower operational costs. Inno-
vation and safety in the airline industry has become
the marketing tool to draw and keep flyers loyal.
0
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Typologies of Airport Designs
The development of the airport typology has evolved
through many forms in the last 80 years. Prior to 1930,
the public desired the familiar rather then the radical,
therefore the early generations of airports drew on the
forms of railways and imagery of suburban railway sta-
tions. In the 1930s, the International Style movement
in architecture took its influence on the airline industry.
Engineers of airplanes drew on the modernistic archi-
tectural principles for use in the interior of planes.
Airports developed open spaces, and structure were
expressed.
The fourth generation airports experimented with the
forms of fingers and star shapes, while the fifth gener-
ations utilized a central terminus with smaller satellite
terminals surrounding it. Both these generations drew
on an island concept, and the airport existing as a vil-
lage. The sixth and current generation of airport typol-
ogy is derived from its bottleneck traveling process. Vast
and open spaces exist, but are defined and controlled
for security screening as well as to accomadate pro-
gram. The accessibility of the airport both by cars and
the local city's infrastructure has also affected the typol-
ogies of airports. Finally, the services and commercial-
ism of modern airports has become one of the primary
factors in airport planning. Retail in the airport can
create an "Air Mall" shopping experience, bringing in
much needed revenues for both the airport authority
and its host city.
K
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Interesting Numbers:
Airport Numbers (as of 1995):
17,451 airports
-433 non-hubs, 64 small hubs, 42 medium, 29 Large hubs
-7 Major Airport Hubs
Passenger Volume:
1999-2000: 670 million passengers flew in the US
2010: 1 billion passengers expected *0
Death Risks on Airplanes:
First World Countries: 1 in 13 million
(Take 1 flight a day, 36,000 years before death on flight)
Third World Countries: 1 in 500,000
Key Industry Trends: International Air Transportation Conference- June 1996
The following are some trends of the air travel industry as projected in 1996. In recent years,
commercial and retail planning has also become a key trend in airport planning; as well as
the alternative of using smaller planes working from regional and suburban airports to alleviate
capacity issues at hub airports.
-Changes in the airline industry, including route structures and airline hubbing
-Continue growth in the airline passenger and air cargo markets
-Government downsizing and increased focus on public private partnerships
-Growth in the global economy and a changing worldwide political environment
O'1 3
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The complexity of the air traveling process generates
an extensive list of problems and issues. The infra-
structure and many principles of airport planning have
been static for the past twenty-five years. Advanced
technologies and methods have seen slow integration
into the airport while adaptations of new methods and
processes are lengthy due to the many players in the
industry. Safety and security has become the number
one concern for the industry following the attacks of
September 11. The authentication and security clear-
ance of the traveler from the check-in counters through
the controls and security to the gate has created long
waits and queues. Other problems such as luggage
matching and non-integration of computer systems also
worsen the experience for the traveler.
The following describes problems and issues that are
related to psychology, architecture, technology, and pro-
cesses in air travel. Travelnet utilizes these issues in
hoping to develop a better process for air travel.
14
Capacity and Delays
The capacity of most airports is already running at
its limit. With air traffic expecting to double in the
next 10 to 15 years, this problem takes on higher
priority. Generally, capacity issues are dealt with by
paving additional runways and expansion, or renova-
tion, of existing terminal buildings. The locals frown
upon building additional runways, which bring tremen-
dous air and noise pollution. New airports are con-
structed only if the ideal site is found and sufficient
funding is achieved.
Quoting from CSPAN television, "75% of delays
are weather related". Mechanical issues, passenger
delays, as well as retrieval of missing passenger's
luggage account for the rest. Since flights are on a
continuous loop between airports, one delay in one
hub could lead to delays in other airports. Arrived air-
planes frequently wait at the gate until the delayed air-
craft departs, creating a backlog of planes. Currently,
there is a lack of communication between airports that
is efficient enough to quickly reroute gates and deal
with delays.
New softwares are tested for more dynamic gating
assignments, and the trend is to divert the airline's
schedule to non-peak hours, decongesting crowds.
Travelnet believes that the problem lies not in the delay
cause, which most likely are unavoidable. Rather, it is
the relaying of this information to the airlines and pas-
sengers that will help lower passenger's stress and
anxiety levels. This may be achieved by developing
products (as detailed later in this book) that have net-
working abilities to instantaneously receive such infor-
mation from airlines.
ci
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Psychological Aspects and Issues
Flying can be seen as an efficienct tool to carry
people from one destination to another, but the toll
it has on the mind should be accounted for. There
exist psychological and philosophical issues in the
air traveling process that could be examined to help
derive future airport and procedure designs.
The Human Cargo: Re-defining Identity
Before the deregulation of airlines in the 1980s,
there were fewer airlines, and it was indeed a privi-
lege to travel by planes. With the increase in pas-
senger volume since the deregulations, passengers
become pure numbers in the flight system. 'The
Human Cargo', with no identity. In the new mil-
lennium, consumers demand service. Aside from
travelers who enjoy obscurity, frequent flyers see
personalized service as efficient, convenient, and
a symbol of status. A simple greeting like "Good
morning, Mr. Smith,"; shorter lines at the check out;
luggage priority; these differentiation of air travelers
has become the fundamental driving force behind
the economics, and design of both airport and air-
lines. The regaining of identity for the passenger
should be held as a priority.
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Temporal Perception and Jetlag Jetlag
The notion of time plays at multiple levels in the air
travel process. The entire sequence of events are
continuous and vigorously referenced back to the
schedule. From arriving at the airport 2 hours prior to
departure, to standing at a certain gate at a certain
time, the clock becomes the unseen guardian in keep-
ing the airport traffic moving. Even after arrival at the
airport, time becomes a second artificial layer as air-
port runs on artificial time, controlling its own clock
through the adjustment of flight schedules. (Weibel,
Time Machine, p.150) Once on board though, one
can lose all reference to time as one sits contained
during the flying time. With no outside imagery to refer
to, time flows in a different sense within the cabin. The
adaptation of the local time due to time zone differ-
ences also creates tension in our biological clock, cre-
ating the phenomenon known as Jetlag.
Jetlag happens when our biological clock is thrown
out of sync with the social clock (the current system
of time is adopted as a result of consensus through
history) that one has adapted. Biological clocks can
dictate our respiration, blood pressure, pulse, and
hormone discharge. It also regulates our cell division,
sleep, metabolism, and body temperature. Most flyers
have probably experienced an awkward sleep sched-
ule upon arrival at new time zones in the world. The
solutions to jetlag lie in receiving daylight and the hor-
mone melatoria. Light causes behavioral change by
regulating SCN (Supra Chiasmatic Nucleus), helping
us to adjust our biological clock to the local time.
o
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Stress and Social Interactions
Congestion at airports and trying to keep up with
the airline's schedule produces stress levels for the
air travelers. A common sense solution is to intro-
duce flexibility. As suggested by the University of
Michigan in an article for Time Machine, "Flexibility
is the buffer to stress and dissatisfaction." Travelnet
believes that by offering alternative sequences of
events prior to boarding, flexibility can be achieved
for various types of travelers, allowing for decreased
stress levels in their minds.
The social interactions within an airport can also
become an issue. Volumes of strangers funnel
through the airport, seen only as a transition point.
Little interactions occur at lines, and aside from the
restaurants and exclusive lounges, the airport offer
little infrastructure to support social interactions. As
Paul Virilio once wrote," Speed is causing isolation."
Travelnet strives to create "event spaces" that can
be open to all, allowing for interaction or mobile con-
ferencing to occur. Although social interactions may
seem well for the forming of communities within the
airport, Travelnet also understands that many see
privacy as an important aspect of traveling, both for
reflection and relaxation.
N
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Spectacle vs. Efficiency
Unlike the Orient Express, the Hindenburg, or the
boarding of a magnificent ship, it seems the days
when traveling were seen as a spectacle are over.
These machines made a statement during that era
of time. Efficiency and functionality, rather then an
extravagant spectacle, have taken over as higher pri-
ority. Of course air travel still embeds a certain qual-
ity of awe; the sight of 400 tons of metal gliding in
the air and the relationship of nature and human land-
scape as perceived from the air. But many see flying
not as a journey, rather as a trajectory. (Rosier, 1998)
It is a mean to arrive at a place, and people are more
absorbed with information while experience has been
demoted to an underlying layer. (DEAF, 2000) The
balance of spectacle and efficiency lies predominantly
in the way the airport is designed in relations to its air-
crafts as well as the host city. The few minutes prior to
boarding and the environment for arrival could bring
back the notion of air travel as a spectacle. Many
regard an airport as the portal to the city, bringing with
it prestige and tourism. Airport designs should reflect
both cultural messages as well as its functionality.
o
0
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Hubbing: Expansion vs. Existing vs. Regional
Rather then having a flight route between every
major city in the world, airport hubs are created at
major airports to redirect passengers to their des-
tination city while reducing the number of flights
needed. The airport hubs are strategically located
to maximize routing efficiency for an airline. Lon-
don's Heathrow, Chicago's O'Hare, and Atlanta's
Hartsfield are some examples of airport hubs, each
used as a gathering home base for different airlines.
90% of US traffic are through the top 75 key airport
hubs.(CSPAN Television). Transfer and the difficulty
of moving from an airline's terminal to another ter-
minal by a different airline create the problem of
distance. Airport hubs are large enough that they
sometimes become a micro-city within itself, a self-
sustaining entity that could become a destination for
the local city. It is a proven way for airlines. Below
is the formula projecting the number of flights a day
for one single airport, with and without airport hubs.
With hubbing:
formula 2(N-1): 98 flights a day
Without hubbing:
formula N(N-1): 2450 flights a day
(formula given at lecture by ICAT of MIT Sept. 2001)
..... . .................  ....
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Decentralized Airport System
Prior to the September 11 event, the trend for airport
systems was decentralization. A decentralized air-
port system could include Downtown or non-airport
check-in services, flights through non-hub airports,
support from regional airports, and divisions by air-
line or program within the airport. An example of
support from regional airports is California, which is
served by a network of smaller airports. New York also
has an ideal condition for regional support from its
vast number of airports, including JFK, LaGuardia,
Newark, and a host of smaller airports.
Decentralization has the advantage of efficient move-
ment of passengers, better time management and
control of the airport, and elimination of crowding at
holding areas in airports. Airlines and airports also
find decentralization ideal since it supports a decen-
tralized (and sometimes decreased) workforce, creat-
ing less non-flying traffic at airports. A decentralized
system contains the problem of adjacency, increasing
the traveling distance between the gate and the termi-
nal as well as for transfers.
Decentralization allows for alternatives to the traveling
process, by extending airport services and programs
beyond the terminal. This creates an immense prob-
lem for security as control will also be decentralized.
Since security has become the number one issues,
it would not be surprising to see centralization as the
preferred system for airport planning.
I
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Airport location in 'Exurbia'
The trend in some major Asian cities is the re-loca-
tion of airports to suburbs or remote areas of the
city. The major contributing reasons include noise
and air pollution, as well as land availability and
value. Hong Kong, Kansai, and Seoul (Incehon) are
just a few cities that have adopted this relocation
method. The problem that is created is the connec-
tion back to the city. The time to reach an airport is
sometimes longer than the flight itself. The connec-
tion back to the city then becomes a concern for the
city's government.
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Tapping in to the Existing Infrastructure System
Many modern cities have a mass transportation
system. Vancouver utilizes sky-trains, Japan uses a
mixture of railway and subway, and Hong Kong relies
heavily on its subway system. It only makes sense to
fully utilize these existing movement paths in order for
passengers to get to the airport or to get to destina-
tions within the city with greater ease. Incheon airport
in Seoul is located 90 minutes away from Seoul. Aside
from cars and taxi, the only other option is airport
buses. This creates a gray zone for schedule accura-
cies since it relies heavily on traffic situations. Hong
Kong, on the other hand, guarantees your will be in
Hong Kong within 23 minutes. Its airport is connected
to nodes and stations within the city by a mass transit
system, which is linked to the subway system of Hong
Kong. Business travelers from around the world have
praised the efficient speed they reach their destina-
tions. New technology has also found its way in this
type of transportation as Shanghai begins construc-
tion on the first commercial magnetically elevated
train system, connecting its airport to the district of
Pudong.
In Europe, airport connections rely heavily on the rail-
ways, sometimes competing with it for short haul trips.
The French TGV rail system in Paris connects the
city not only with the airport, but Euro-Disney as well.
An efficient connection system for an airport supports
the development of a decentralized system, as pro-
gram can occur at multiple nodes within the transport
system while still able to maintain a strict schedule.
Furthermore, procedures such as check-in or pas-
senger authentication could happen on board these
transport systems, eliminating airport congestions.
r
Airport Cities and Real Estate Development
An airport that is situated within a city establishes
a symbiotic relationship with its surroundings. But
when a new site is chosen for an airport away from
the city, new communities start to emerge. As in
Hong Kong's Chep Lap Kok and Korea's Incheon
airport, the land around the airport has been devel-
oped into self-sustaining units, often termed satel-
lite city. Connected primarily through mass transit
system that continues onto the airport, these land
are auctioned at lower value due to its proximity
with the airport. The resulting housing is mainly for
social, government, and low-income families. The
construction of new airports can thus provide tre-
mendous real estate opportunities along the airport
to city infrastructure line.
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Terminal Distribution and Finding Your Way
If the morphology of the airport were of a linear form,
way finding may have been easier. Unfortunately,
due to the high number of programs, aircrafts, as
well as the need for controlled circulation, the air-
port can become a complex web of passageways
and gates. "research shows an astounding number
of people that don't know where check-in or the
departure gates are." (Zukowsky, 1996) The board-
ing pass offers little information on reaching the right
gates. Travelnet believes that new boarding tickets
with integrated technologies will help direct pas-
sengers. Color coordination of terminals as well as
improved signage also helps assure that the pas-
sengers arrive at the proper gates.
Internal Movement and Accommodations
As airports start to develop into cities of their own,
services and amenities increase to cater to the pas-
sengers. Business conferencing centers, day cares
centers, restaurants, retail; these have all been inte-
grated into the airport to provide a wide range of expe-
riences for travelers. As functions increase, so does
the size of the terminal. To assist moving people within
the terminal and between gates, many airports utilize
Personal Rapid Transit (PRT). The PRT can take the
form of moving walkways, as well as monorails that
run underneath or adjacent to the terminal.
Recent years have also seen the increase in airport
hotels, offering proximity and convenience to the air-
port. They service overnight passengers as well as
stranded flyers due to canceled flights. The operation
of these hotels work in nightly time frames, demand-
ing high prices even if one just wants to rest and
not stay overnight. Travelnet in this thesis will touch
on the possibility of a sleep/lounge area that works
on shorter time intervals. Temporary accommodations
can be purchased by the hours, allowing for sleep
in-between connecting flights or while waiting for a
delayed flight.
o
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Process Events: Procedures within the Airport
Restructuring the Static Programs
The airport as guided by the various regulations
and safety procedures has created a structured
sequence of movement that all have to follow. These
same elements can be found in all airports:
Departures: Parking, drop-off, check-in, customs,
security, waiting, boarding gate
Arrival: boarding gate, customs, luggage retrieval,
meeting area, pick-up
The strict sequence of events causes unexpected
bottleneck situations to occur. A disruption in one
area can cause waits and disruption in other areas.
Through proper management and integration of
emergent technologies, it is possible to identify over-
lapping or obsolete programs, as well as consolidate
other programs in order to facilitate the movement
of the traveling public. New programs could also
emerge, as the airport should be able to adapt to
changing environments and situations.
26
Directional Travel: Interaction between the Arriv-
ing and the Departing
The airport is a node in a system of directional travel.
Seen much less as a destination by most travelers, it
is a transitional space where the two directional flows
meet. The arriving passenger sees it as a gateway
to the city, while the departing travelers see it as a
departure point for their destination. Usually allocated
to different levels within the terminal, there are no
interactions between the arriving and the departing
within the controlled zones due to security reasons.
(Frankfurt airport has the same cross-sectional space
for arriving and departing, allowing for meetings and
interactions without leaving the customs area) Even
when outside of the controlled zones, there are min-
imal spaces for one to have a mobile conferencing
call or meetings. Restaurants provide little privacy and
lounges are exclusively to members. Travelnet strives
to create "semi-destination" work/lounge spaces that
cater not only to the arriving and the departing, but
are for use by the general public as well.
0
Emergent Technologies
Disjunction of Computer Systems
The current practice in the airline industry does not
work with a universal computer system that links all
information together. Sabre, a standard in the airline
and travel agent industry for making reservations
and checking flight information, does not allow for
information exchange. This disjunction between mul-
tiple computer systems causes redundant as well as
neglect information, causing inaccurate or delayed
exchange of data. A unified information sharing
system provided either by the airlines themselves or
a third party would facilitate the exchange of infor-
mation and passenger data, allowing for last second
adjustment to passenger capacity or consolidating
certain flights.
I '---------'---_ ............
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Air Travel Industry and the Internet
In an effort to maintain consumer loyalty, many initia-
tives were undertaken by airlines, such as air mileage
points, lounges, and awards program. The Internet
has further disintegrated the technological barrier that
airlines and travel agents used against the consum-
ers. The number of reservations through travel agents
are decreasing; Internet bookings are on the rise.
We could easily check the schedules of any airlines,
their fares, and availability. The Internet also acts as
a guide, offering people the sight and sounds of their
destination. These actions have led to new triangular
relationships between the airline, consumers, and the
airport.
On board connection to the Internet has also been
marketed by airlines to attract customers. Connexion
by Boeing is striving to allow flyers to connect to lim-
ited contents on the web via on-board display screens.
Passengers could also check their emails. The power
of the display at every seat allows for much needed
flexibility for the passenger to allocate their time: when
to work, and when to relax.
0
0
0
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Airport Innovation with Emerging Technologies
"Airports can't wait but must anticipate the introduction of new technology."
Michael T. McNerney, Chairman
Committee on Aircraft/Airport Compatibility
As stated before, new technologies are slow to integrate into the air travel system; for political, financial,
as well as social reasons. As the problems of security and capacity gain prominence, technology may be
the fastest solution for now to tackle the problem. Many new products and technologies are already being
tested in various areas of air travel, listed below are some of the technologies that are emerging.
Passport: The most conventional method of identification. Current passports use optical character
recognition technology. It contains only the picture of the traveler.
Biometric Data: Biometric data uses biological information to identify the person, harder to simulate and
allowing for higher security. Data could include face recognition, fingerprints, hand
geometry, or retina scanning.
Smart Cards:
Iris Scanning (ids):
E-Tickets:
X-ray:
GPS:
Parking:
Airplanes:
Others:
Using encryption technology along with biometric data, Smart-cards lets the user bypass the long
lines through customs.
Cylindrical in shape, the iris scanning machine encloses the traveler in the capsule, then scans
his/her iris to get identification, and issues tickets accordingly. This system is currently being
tested on about 4000 US Airways flight crewmembers. It is also in the testing phase at the
Charlotte/Douglas International Airports. As of March 2001, the system has been used 250,000
times without any error.
Eliminates the paper ticket. Reservation and flight tickets are stored in the airline's computer
system. Boarding passes are issued when the passenger checks in.
New detection equipments including walkthrough x-rays that see what the person is carrying.
Also new explosive-detection equipment has been developed. An example is the CTX 5000.
Differential Global Positioning System has already found its way into aircrafts. Air traffic
controller can track a flight over any surface, differentiating between land and air.
The technology could also see implementation in tracking passengers within the terminal.
Inside the parking garages, the new Intelligent Transportation (ITS) directs drivers to empty
spaces within the garage, helping with congestion and traffic flow outside the terminal.
The trend as stated has been the use of smaller or private aircrafts in regional settings.
For long haul, the alternative is the production of Super-Jumbo jets designed both by Boeing and
Airbus. The Airbus 380XX is expecting its first flight in 2004, and seats 555 passengers. The new
jet proposed by Boeing is an elongated version of the 747, with a new wingspan of 80 m as
compared to the old wingspan of 60m on the current 747s. Larger wingspan create problems for
airports as current gating separation may not be large enough to accommodate these super jets.
Other technologies that are emerging and that could help in the air traveling process include
wearable computers (Portable computers that can be used to service passengers waiting in long
queues), as well as BlueTooth Technology, which allows for wireless capabilities within a certain
perimeter.
o
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Business Aspects
Branding in the Airline Industry
"Identity is viewed as a strategic business tool that
helps airlines communicate their products, values,
and services to their passengers, employees, and
external organizations." (Zukowsky, 1996, pg. 227)
This has led to the result of highly branded airlines
and airport functions, such as lounges. After a period
of time, airlines can revive themselves through new
graphic designs commissioned to artists. British Air-
ways has had multiple makeovers, including the
recent commissioning of various artists to design
the tailpieces of its fleet. Airlines are the most cul-
turally charged, for they represent their respective
country, culture, food, as well as its inhabitants (as
attendants). In order to retain and maintain public
awareness of Travelnet throughout the world, cer-
tain branding qualities would have to be present.
The Kinetic Elite
There exist a group of flyers that travels thousands
of miles every year, where their life is subordinated
to business demands. Coined as the "kinetic elite" by
the German philosopher Peter Sloterdijk, this group
of people sacrifices ordinary human satisfactions.
Rather then a home, they need a home base from
where work could be done and spaces to recuper-
32
ate before each journey. Traveling with the minimum
and eating out of plastic containers, they become an
indoor specie. As air travel becomes even more popu-
lar and fares drop even lower, airlines may become a
common commuting tool for the public, increasing the
number of daily travelers.
Targeting the Business Travelers
Virgin Atlantic was one of the first to vigorously attack
the specific market of business travelers. They cre-
ated new seating arrangements, seat designs, and
lounge spaces that all cater toward the comfort and
use of business flyers. Airport designs have given little
distinction to the types of travelers. The tide seem to
have changed though, as more thoughts are given
to the design of airport business lounges. Automated
check-in counters that allow frequent flyers to by-
pass lines are surfacing in many major airports. These
provide to the regular business flyers a sense of
identity and comfort, as well as efficiency. Business
conference centers based around airports have also
acknowledged the importance of the airport as a con-
venient place for meetings. Business travel accounts
for an average of 80% of an airline's revenue.
**
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Airport Commercial Functions
The notion of an airport has changed in recent
years. With the trend of relocating the airport away
from the city, crucial questions are raised. What
is the identity of the airport? What are the needs
of the airport and its passengers? The success of
an airport not only lies in efficient transportation
of passengers, but it should also have commercial
success as well. These commercial establishments
bring in much needed revenue that are reused in the
system for improvements. The secondary functions
that are introduced into airports include shopping,
hotels, restaurants, and services. Business func-
tions will become more favorable as airports start
to act as meeting points for business travelers who
have intersecting flight schedules.
Retail in airports varies in the range of products and
services they sell. Aside from the typical souvenir
shops, there also exist shops for high end clothing,
beauty-care centers, bookstores, as well as spe-
cialty stores selling local products. One airport in
Europe has gone as far as proposing a theme park
within the airport to attract the public and make the
airport a true "destination".
The concept of 'Air Malls' was first realized in
Pittsburgh, and has spread to other international
airports such as Toronto and Tokyo. Heathrow in
London generates over $500 millions dollars in
annual sales. With a constant flow of traffic, the
rental fee for retail spaces in airports are usually
double the city's average. A square foot of retail
space for $600 in the city may lease for $1200 at
the airport. Retail will no doubt become integral
with air travel as many enjoy the shopping expe-
rience at airports while waiting for their respec-
tive flights.
The Global Company
The goal of Travelnet is to establish a presence in major inter-
national airports to facilitate the process of air travel for fre-
quent flyers. Working at multiple scales, it strives to establish
an identity and standard of service for all aspects of travel,
from reservations to infrastructure supporting its services and
functions. The current situations with its many players, from
travel agencies to airlines, airports, hotels, etc., creates con-
fusion in an otherwise straightforward objective of reaching
a destination. Travelnet provides a cross industry platform
for all segments of the industry to build on, while simplifying
the whole process for the ordinary traveler. It provides virtual
information networks while supporting it with built infrastruc-
ture at major airport hubs. One can relate and utilize Travelnet
at any point along the process to improve efficiency, find com-
fort, and alleviate stress.
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Chart showing initial breakdown
of Travelnet's components
0
0,
Travelnet is built on four concepts:
1. Business: Establishing a workable business model for implementation and generating revenue.
2. Product Design: Designing products with emergent technologies to be used in the air travel process.
3. Architecture: Building the infrastructure and spaces to support flexibility and passenger needs.
4. Network: Outlining the underlying network for information exchange.
0
0
0
Business Model
Travelnet incorporates a business model in order to
have a starting point for implementation of this new
air travel model. Although its primary niche market
is the everyday business traveler, Travelnet is open
to the public to subscribe to. As business travel
increases, companies will search for new ways for
their employees to be more productive as well as
maintain their well being. Strategic partnerships will
be formed in order to consolidate and generate new
services and spaces. Networking, along with cus-
tomer satisfaction and loyalty, will be of number one
priority.
Subscription Model
Travelnet utilizes a subscription model to generate
its main source of revenue. For the airlines and cor-
porations, the subscription is either an annual fee,
or a set number of flights for its employees. The
general public can also subscribe to Travelnet ser-
vices by first submitting themselves to a background
security check, then encoding their biometric data to
Travelnet for future travels.
Partnerships Continuity and Global Services
Strategic partnership has started to emerge in the
airline industry through programs such as "Star Alli-
ance" or "One World". Lounge sharing has also helped
decrease airline's operational cost. Partnerships can
help Travelnet generate revenues while working for
the global traveler. Current airport outsource many
services already, therefore a strong tie with airport
authorities can help maintain service and quality. Con-
sumer loyalty will be maintained, and security will be
tightened as the air traveling experience begins to
work as a single entity.
Networked Workplace and Mobile Conferencing
While business flyers wait in lines or sit in gate areas
waiting for a delayed flight, precious time is wasted
and productivity decreases. Travelnet helps resolve
this problem by providing the necessary equipment
and space for mobile conferencing or work to occur.
Executives should not be tied down to their laptops,
or drain its precious battery supply. Servers that are
both in Travelnet's architecture as well as on board of
partner airline's planes are networked with member
company 's servers in order for them to transfer files,
emails, and documents effortless.
As stated earlier, Travelnet strives to create a global
identity that frequent travelers can associate them-
selves with. It provides a network that runs continu-
ously from origin to destination, while incorporating
the workplace. It provides consistent services such
as multiple language support, package delivery and
holding services, as well as all needs while in the des-
tination city. (Hotels, car rentals etc.)
Public vs. Private Membership
The implementation of Travelnet's facilities brings in
the debate of public vs. private process for the air-
port. While certain facilities are open to guests as well
as the public, the check-in procedure is open only
to members. This creates a segregated processes
for passengers and Travelnet members. Since secu-
rity is seen as a social issue, a universal process for
all is the ideal. Travelnet's concern would be to pro-
mote to the public that Travelnet's processes does not
increase security threats. Rather, through background
checks and baggage matching, it improves on the
current system. In either case, a testing phase would
have to occur before implementation.
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Passenger Volume Handling
Travelnet does not intend to handle 100% of passengers for each flight. The business speculates that 10-15% of each flight
will be members. The average domestic flight carries around 180 passengers (Boeing 767 running around 75% capacity)
while larger aircrafts such as the 747 carries around 400 passengers. That means that domestic flights could have around
25-30 members while international flights may have 40-50 members. In a major airport hub, traffic through Travelnet's ser-
vices could reach 1500 passengers spread through the course of the day. This would reflect in the number of check-in
counters open, as well as the allocation of programs in the distributed system.
Brief Numbers for Travelnet Cashflow (Speculative)
For one Airport:
Revenue:
(based on personal membership, excluding company packages and Airline susbscriptions)
Monthly Subscription Fee of $300
1500 passengers average a day, 45,000 a month
20% non-repeating passengers: 9,000 members X $300: -$2,700,000
Expenditure:
Initial Investment for Research and Development: -$5,000,000
Real Estate Acquirement: ($1200 per Square Foot @ 1800 sq.ft.) -$2,500,000
Employment: 30 employees, 10 hours per day, $25/ hour: -$ 190,000
Equipment and Maintenance Cost: -$ 200,000
$7,890,000
Travelnet could run at a marginal loss during first implementation. As more facilities are incorporated into multiple airports,
the membership number may increase, generating higher revenue. Membership fee from partner airlines and airports could
also provide additional revenue.
K
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-Trends of Consolidation, Privitization, and Networking
-Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty as Priority
-Seamless connection with the Workplace
-Move from Process-based Sequence to
Service/Flexibility based Sequence
-Unparallel Level of Service:
-People to People interactions
(auto check in lacks human contact.)
Public Aiways
Airlines, Leisure Travelers TRAVELnet service for all airways and membe r
T pvel Services 0 0 Lounges (limitqd Services)
Bargain Service
rAgin Atlantic, Airline First class
0Bargain Aidlines
* Prate Jets. Executives
Private Fleet
* Positioning Travelnet in the Market
0
To AIRPORT
AUTHORITIES:
-outsourced service
such as security
-higher level of secu-
rity through biometric
data and background
checks of members
-showroom and busi-
ness revenue, as a
percentage of
-alternative and flex-
ible functions for
space (conference,
etc.)
-customer satisfac-
tion, guidance to
gates, information
etc.
To TRAVELnet:
-airport system
access
-space for insertion
of architectural ele-
ments
O0
To AIRLINES:
-decrease conges-
tions, increase cus-
tomer satisfactions
-dynamic allocation of
seating through pas-
senger tracking
-no tie to lounge
services, no airport
counter fees
-direct to plane infor-
mation exchange, on-
board server for
information storage
To TRAVELnet:
-access to airline
system to create uni-
fied network
-subscription fee
O0
To MEMBER
COMPANIES:
-direct company
server connections,
working environment
for on the move
-high level of service
to executives
-rest environment for
the constant flyers
To TRAVELnet:
-company personal
data for security
-subscription fee
O0
To EXTERNAL
COMPANIES:
-showroom space
to target the
business traveler's
market
-exposure for their
products
To TRAVELnet:
-showroom rental
fees
0
To CITY:
-retail stores: a pres-
ence to create contin-
uous experience and
spontaneous travel
needs
-location-sensitive:
includes tourist infor-
mation
To CONSUMERS:
-high level of service
and facilities open to
public
-sense of identity and
increased privileges
-subscription fee
MSD CaAII
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* Partnership Diagram
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ID Products
The design of the products is derived
from observing the needs of the traveler
as well as incorporating emergent tech-
nologies in air travel. Interacting with
personal gadgets such as PDAs (Per-
sonal Digital Assistant) and laptops is
an active notion of interaction. Travelnet
products work both at the active level,
as well as at the passive level by pro-
viding products within its architecture
that users can approach and use. The
products remain in a public realm, yet
contains all of one's personal prefer-
ence settings, acting like their personal
laptop. All products interact with each
other, and can work alone as well. One
can carry nothing; yet enjoy all the infor-
mation at one's fingertip.
44 --
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*Interaction between Products and Traveler
Methodology
IDEO Methodology for Product Designs:
In order for the products to be effective for its users, Travelnet looks upon
the methodology used by leading product design firm, IDEO.
1. Understand
2. Observe and Diagram
3. Visualize
4. Evaluate and Refine
5. Implement
Guidelines for the goals for product design and space planning.
1. The differentiation of Air Travelers. Needs, and wants
2. Product design and integration into architecture
3. Logic System of Movement in insertion
4. Re-structuring Program and Additional Programs
5. Spatial Design for Products and Programs
6. Network Design and Interface
7. Kinetic Gating Structure
8. Airplane Interiors and Airline Relations
3-Categories
a) Mobile:
-e-ticket, interacts with all products
-Follows the traveler, contains profiles
b) Semi-fixed.
- Productst that are both mobile and
has a location to return to
-Multi-Functional
-eg. type: workstations, luggage, carts
c) Space-Fixed
-Location sensitive
-eg. Gates, security, Architectural spaces
Product Numbers:
-Distribution based on Calculations:
-eg 150 major destinations flights x
number of passengers on flights x
3% expected Travelnet members x
50% of that will use (whichever) product=
NUMBER OF PRODUCTS NEEDED AT SITE
Initial Guidelines for Product Design
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Mobile Ticket (mTicket)
Current ticket layout and design contains much infor-
mation that may not be useful for the passenger, some-
times even confusing. Once issued at the check-in
counters, ticket stubs are used only as a receipt or
reference, while portions of the boarding pass are
collected at the gate. Travelnet proposes a reusable
ticketing method that simplifies the information dis-
played. Designed in the form of a watch, the mTicket
is issued to members once security checks have
been performed. The traveler needs only to carry the
same watch whenever he/she flies. Reservations, flight
status, and boarding information are all encoded within
the watch, updated regularly using wireless networks
within the airport. The mTicket also alleviate congestion
at gate entrances since ticketing agents no longer have
to collect boarding passes one by one. The mTicket
alerts the gates of the passenger's presence, or the
absence of any passengers. When a passenger is
determined to be away from the terminal and will not be
able to make the flight, his/her seat is reassigned. This
promotes a dynamic system of seat allocation.
0,Detachable Face
Mobile Cart (mCart)
C) The lack of surfaces at gate lounges
create a nuisance for travelers who
want to work. The mCart is designed
as a moveable cart that has integrated
display technology. Wireless capabili-
ties will also allow for the mCart to
access user's information in Travel-
net's servers.
0
0
a
Taking design mor-
phologies from the
luggage cart, the
mCart can be
stacked together
when not in use,
providing a storage
solution.
1<
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The mCart has also been
designed for community W
interactions. When multiple
carts are joined together,
they can collectively display
the same information, allow-
ing for mobile conferencing
or teamwork to occur. rn
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Mobile Wall Display Unit
The wall display units are designed
with the intention of integrating them
into the surrounding architecture. Too
often when a product's primary func-
tion is not in use, it lies dormant with
nowhere to return. The Wall Display
Units try to counter this problem by
integrating themselves into slots in the
wall when they are not being used.
When needed, users can pull out the
unit, and open it at various degrees
depending on the privacy desired.
Elements include display screens,
space for luggage storage, and inte-
grated speakers for listening to per-
sonal music lists that are stored on
Travelnet's servers. The Wall Display
Units are ideal for members who seek
private working condition, but do not
want to sit isolated inside a room.
r4
0
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View of unit's front and back
Once returned to the wall,
the curved backside
becomes an architectural
surface element.
I0
Check-in Counters
Q The check-in counters integrate emergent
technologies while consolidating many
aspects of airport procedures such as ticket
issuing, security, and customs. Elements
include biometric scanners for identification
use, display screens above for information
display, as well as smaller displays at the
counter level. This promotes higher inter-
action between the ticketing agent and the
flyer, such as for seat selection, choice of
meal through images displayed, and flight
information. While the checking-in procedure
takes place, security scans are performed
on the passenger using low-radiation x-ray
scanners that stand adjacent to the passen-
ger, making use of idle time and eliminating
security congestion. The number of counters
open to members depends on the number of
members flying at each time interval during
the course of the day.
.
Rather then having end-
less rows of counters that
stand empty during non-
peak hours, the Check-in
module is designed as a
container that can be stored
at the side when not in use,
and opened side by side
when needed.
0... ............. ...........................................  ....
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Luggage Module
All flyers have had the experience of
standing by the luggage belt and won-
dered whether your baggage made
it on the flight with you. This was
the driving concept behind the devel-
opment of the luggage module. By
using BlueTooth technology on lug-
gage tags issued at check-in coun-
ters, airlines can determine whether
both the passenger and their bag-
gage are on the same flight. It also
allows for easier tracking and unload-
ing of bags whose owners are not
on the flight. By checking in passen-
gers of the same flight at the same
time (which will be explained later),
all members' cargo can be loaded
into the module and sent to the
appropriate flight, bypassing under-
ground baggage passages and sort-
ing machines.
62
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Network and Process Design
"It is the age of axis. Markets are becoming networks supporting
virtual network and transport of goods."
International Center for Air Transport Lecture at MIT
September, 2001
F64 -
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Travelnet offers a networked service
that provides not only public informa-
tion (the web), but more importantly,
it networks the preference informa-
tion of the traveler. This information 0
could include music files, personal
documents, as well as any ambience
preference such as lighting choice
or destination necessities (car rent-
als, hotels, restaurants etc.) The prod-
ucts also change the process events
of a flyer. By consolidating multiple
programs, the traveler needs only
to worry when he/she is notified of
boarding, freeing up the time before-
hand for any activities he/she wishes.
These new paradigms will re-instate
the sense of identity back to the user
as well as freedom.
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* Current Process Diagram
Diagram charting out the various stages during the course of air travel, from reservations to arrival
at the destination. Although air travel may seem like a simple process, multiple decisions and
reconfirmations need to be made at various points in the process.
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Initial Proposal
Diagram showing the initial proposal by Travelnet. Certain processes and proce-
dures are consolidated, offering a flexibility movement path for the passenger.
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Expanded Diagram for Products
Diagram of products in their expanded
state. The products work at both the
personal and the community level,
allowing for multiple configurations
between themselves as well as meet
the various needs of the passengers.
While the mTicket and the mCarts are
free to roam, the check-in counters,
the luggage modules, and the wall
display units (when not in use) form
strips of zones, defining controlled
zones. The products are all networked
to Travelnet's servers for working and
for security reasons.
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PERSONAL INFO
ONLINE- PROMOTIONS
PRODUCT INTERACTIONS
................... ...... 
I
Q Contracted Diagram for Products
When traffic is light in the terminal, the
products can be contracted and col-
lapsed to create flexible spaces and
uninterrupted areas within the airport.
These spaces can be used for other
functions such as business confer-
ences or temporary functions. This
solves the problem of idle counters
that take up precious airport space.
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Information Exchange
The products allow for the exchange
of information and preferences at
any point during the traveling
process. Information that can be
exchanged through our products and
network include reservation data,
flight status information, tourist infor-
mation, weather reports, company
file transfers, and much more. There
can also be storage services, sucj
as receiving packages for the trav-
eler while he/she is away, or the
delivery of goods to their destina-
tion airports. The goal is to allow the
passenger to carry less, to make
information and files available for
inflight use.
Precision Logistics is used for
dynamic passenger allocations. With
the decrease in the cost of GPS
devices, mTicket can use this tech-
nology to track the passenger at
various points within the airport. If
the system judges that the passen-
ger will not be able to make the flight
(for example, stuck in traffic 45 min
away from the airport), it will notify
the agent, allowing them to transfer
the seat to stand-by passengers.
The delayed passenger would be
notified, and placed on the next pos-
sible flight. This allows for quicker
distribution and dynamic allocation
of passengers to planes.
... . . .... ...
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Precision Logistics
Tourist Information
Hotel Reservations
Weather Report
Special Events and Info Flight Information
~----- -~Transfer Status
Server Fite information
7.
r- ------- ---------- -
Company Files
Reservations
Shopping Needs and Goods
Constant connection to
security station and database
Connection to airport servers
Upgrade Information
Music List from Profiles
Upload files to Temp
Storage on Plane
E
0
a
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Diagram of Information Exchange in the Travel Process
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Q Typical Traveling Process of Travelnet's Members
The following diagram briefly charts out the procedures that would be
encountered by a Travelnet's member on a typical voyage.
1. After security and background checks are done, the member is issued the mTicket.
2. Reservations that are made through Travelnet's website or its partner travel agencies are transferred
into the mTicket. Purchase on-board services such as meeting rooms on planes if needed.
3. Transfer of work and personal files to Travelnet's server if needed.
4. Flight status and information is constantly updated via GPS in mTicket
5. On way to Airport: passenger position is tracked.
6. Upon arrival, Travelnet reception acknowledges your presence within the terminal.
One is now free to use any services or products of Travelnet.
7. 30 min prior to the flight's departure, all passengers are alerted.
8. All members traveling on the same flight are checked-in. Security and luggage loading is performed.
Guided to the gate area for Communal Boarding.
9. Bluetooth technology in the luggage tag is cross-referenced with mTicket to assure
it is on the same flight as its owner.
10. Upon arrival, cars or hotels are prepared for your flight's arrival.
11. Luggage is matched with mTicket upon retrieval.
12. All mileage points and records are updated for the next leg of travel.
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AN Sm light baggage is30 min prior to ftighe departure ,deda c and taken t
Community Check-in at one time
Final security verifications mTicket GPS verfies with
Community Boarding vs 
- Gm e meakf e suindividual boarding bags ae on same flight
Accompanied personal to lead Check again on transfers
you to gate O
PRECISION LOGISTICS 
-
GPS on mticket checks
whether you are in the vicinity
to make the flght, If you are
not going to make it. the seat mTicket venfie
is trasfered to awaiting -- - Reserved car
travelers knows when
First check point
Biometnc data verified
Enters Travelnet facilities
Valet and Car return service
Check if aquintances in area
Reservation. baggage pickup
Download Data
Purchase forgotten items on
PDA or Airport Products-pick
up at destination airport
Real-time light information
Subscriber Signs up mTicket Consistenly checks 00
Provides Biometric Data with the fixed program points
Background Security Check to update your perceived and
mTicket is assigned with actual amount of time left to
stored info and profile get to flight.
Interaction with Products in a Typical Journey
0
a
0
sbag is yours
waits, at exit, rental
ur flight is arniving
Work
Rest
Use Services
Rent DVDs
Pick up package
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The architectural components of TRAVEL//net exist to
enhance the EXPERIENCE for the global traveler while
maintaining support for its services and products. Cur-
rent models in airport spaces contain controlled bands
of spaces that leave the traveler little choice. Travelnet's
architecture hopes to rethink the process and spaces
to generate new programs that cater to a niche market.
These spaces adapt intelligently to different levels of
membership. Personal preference such as ambience and
information profile influence the environment and are not
limited to personal items.
The architecture is divided into three categories for dif-
ferent implementation methods. For example, insertion
and distribution categories work with major global air-
ports while the regional category looks at how a small
airport could be redefined using our products.
7 8 c=lmmm.
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The form of the insertion model
takes on the typology of stacked
programs inside existing airports.
The clear advantage is the sav-
ings by using limited floor space.
Travelnet would acquire a space
from the airport authority for its
services and programs, alleviat-
ing the stress on the airport itself.
The height of the insertion struc-
ture could protrude out of the air-
port's roof, allowing natural light to
penetrate the upper levels.
I
The following diagram shows the
basic typology of current airports,
and the insertion method and loca-
tion of Travelnet. Since it is a
check point in itself, Travelnet's
facilities must be situated between
the public terminal and the con-
trolled zone on the other side. In
a multi-terminal airport, location
would be based on a terminal with
highest passenger volume and the
most popular destinations.
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Typology Summary
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Design Guidelines based on Insertion Location
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Morphology of Terminal Building
Transportor System Satellite System
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Pier System Terminals
Satellite System
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0Multiple Terminal System
Option1:
Tap into ex ting
transport sys mfor
terminal-termin
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Multi-Terminal System
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Option 2:
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serves must important
destinations, number of
business travelers, and
profit margin. Then
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for insertion
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Renderings showing the visions of
the insertion method. The height
of the insertion extends beyond
the roof, allowing for natural day-
light to penetrate. It is possible to
partly utilize the roof's structure
for support, creating a larger, un-
interrupted space underneath.
0Q Aerial View of Insertion Method
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SCurb-side View into Terminal
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Interior View of Insertion Method
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Upper level program includes rest areas and private
rooms to take full advantage of natural daylight
With little daylight, programs that inhabit the middle
levels include conference rooms and office space
Ground level remains uninterrupted for passengers to
interact with products. Temporary pavilions could be
set up for showrooms or retail functions
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This study looks at the implication on
the design of an entire airport, such as
smaller, regional airports. Travelnet's pro-
cess and products will exist in a stripped
down bar, with modules that act as plug-ins
By detaching the essential components of
the airport from the service, it caters better
to different types of traveler. The modules
can then act better as destinations for
non-flyers. The terminal is connected to
airplanes via an internal railway system
since it relies on the Travelnet's concept
of Community Check-in. Residual architec-
ture around gates is thus reduced.
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Concept Study Model at a Macro Scale
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Rendering of the gate
area. Rapid Transit
transports the group of
travelnet passengers
directly to and from the
gate level, rather then
hidden below ground. A
second track is under-
neath for services and
the luggage modules.
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The distributed method relies on
dispersed programs, services, and
products in an airport. These ser-
vices are contained in a pre-fabri- 0
cated module design that allows
for maximum flexibility and adapt-
ability. The three-day construction
time will permit the mixing and
increase of different programs
depending on the occasion. (For
example, during Thanksgiving,
more lounge modules may be
incorporated.)
__----- ---- --- ............  .... ..........     ........ .... ..........................
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Interior View of Distributed System
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0Program Evolution
The following diagram illus-
trates the emergent quality
of the distributed system.
The top diagram shows one
possible configuration of the
system: 4 modules of work,
4 modules of lounge, and 4
modules of retail. Since the
architecture is built of pre-
fabricated parts and could
be constructed quickly, pro-
grams could change and
alter depending on the air-
port's need.
........................
Construction Sequence of Module Q
All essential parts are first transferred in a box for easy
transportation and quick erection. Upon arrival at the
location, the tracks for the structure are first laid. This
minimizes damage to existing floor surfaces. After the
structure has been rolled into place, lateral support
and floor plates are added. The proper fagade for the
program is then installed, followed by the roof and
service pipes. The storage box transforms into the lava-
tory component of the module. By using pre-fabricated,
packaged parts, the module could have a construction
time as short as 3 days, allowing for quick installation
or dismantling. To maintain branding and identity, the
outer shell of the spaces are identical, differed only
by glass colors reflecting the specific program inside.
The interior is free for designs evoking different atmo-
spheres and experiences.
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WORK Module:
Direct lighting, flexible
seating for different
team arrangements.
Products dispersed for
use. The general public
can enter space, but will
not be able to use prod-
uc8.
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LOUNGE Module: ©
Indirect lighting, priority
is for ambience. LCD
panels can generate dif-
ferent ambience accord-
ing to preferences of
passengers. Spaced
seating for privacy and
relaxation.
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RETAIL Module: Q
Program can be show-
room for products, restau-
rant, and general retail.
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On-Board Services
Aside from the experience on the
ground, one would hope to carry effi-
ciency onto the plane. This is an alter-
native thought to simply working on
laptops.
Current airplane travel with an aver-
age 75% capacity. This leaves an
unused 25% of space. One possible
scenario would be to utilize this space
as a work area on board commercial
planes. Since seats are on tracks
already, unoccupied seats can be
shifted to create quick workstations
or team areas. Companies will pay a
charge fee for the space taken. This
could generate a new source of reve-
nue for airlines, whose business travel
accounts for 80% of revenue. Not all
companies can afford private jets.
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0Shifting of airline seats to create
dynamic workspace on board aircrafts
00
RETURNING
FROM
BUSINESS
01
SINGLE BUSINESS
TRAVELER
TEAM TRAVEL
LATE MOVER
A casual traveler with a limited membership
can bring his preference anywhere. For exam-
ple, set-up and maintain a music list from the
mCART, ready for listening on the plane. No
more CD Player to carry.
Casual business travelers can relax in the
Lounge modules, awaiting their departure call.
Single Business travelers can work in the Work
module or the Lounge module depending on
preference. Information can be forwarded to the
Temporary server on the plane to continue work
on board and onward.
Team Business traveling will have better use of
their time for they can set up workstations in the
Work module or on board the plane. There can
be constant contact with ground company.
The late mover can arrive at the airport at a
tighter schedule since check-in occur 30 min
prior to departure.
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Movement diagram showing interaction paths for various traveling scenarios
The top bar is the current state of air travel
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Conclusions:
The air travel industry with its com-
plex network of procedures and many
players bombard the traveling public
with guidelines and marketing strat-
egies. Although established for the
security of the flying public, the
strict procedures decreases the free-
dom and flexibility of the passenger,
increasing stress levels and ineffi-
ciency. Travelnet strives to create
products and environments that will
ease the process of travel, as well as
increase efficiency of business trav-
elers. By drawing from business con-
cepts, products design, architectural
elements, and network designs, Trav-
elnet exists at multiple scales through-
out global airports to provide a
seamless travel experience.
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Computer Equipment:
Dell Precision 420 Workstation
Dual 900 MHz Processor
Epson Stylus 1280 Inkjet printer
Software:
Adobe Illustrator 9.0
Adobe Indesign 1.0
Adobe Photoshop 6.0
Auto.Des.Sys FormZ 3.8
AutoDesk AutoCAD 2001
AutoDesk Lightscape 3.2
Macromedia Director 8.5
Microsoft Word 2000
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